Ever since the release of 'Love on the Day of Marriage', Indian cinema has been sweeping across the country. It is a film that
has created a lot buzz and gains popularity on social media day by day. This movie is about an Indian woman who gets married
to an unknown man, but her parents find out upon their arrival and interrupt what could have been great romance. They create
so much drama around this love marriage that leads to massive destruction of properties and almost leads to disaster in society.
However, she ends up fighting against her family and finally saves herself and her husband from all of the problems they face
with it. It is a story of a belief in love and the sacrifices one makes for it. This film is a family-drama, which revolves around
how love can actually tear apart an entire family and there are going to be some surprises as well. The lead actors of this movie
are titled as Prachin Nair, Akshay Oberoi, Kishore Bhanushali, Darshan Jariwala and many more. Prachin Nair plays an Indian
woman who falls in love with her classmate at college and gets married to him. The class mate does not have any interest in
marriage at first, but later falls in love with her. This leads to a series of events, which causes the family drama in the film. This
all happens when her parents arrive at her wedding with their own idea of how love should be. The movie revolves around an
Indian woman who is considered as a spoilt child by many people in society, but she ends up fighting back against society and
helps her husband overcome all of his problems. This film has been created by the team of 'Shaadi Mein Zaroor Aana'
production company along with 'Kamran Lashari'. Although it is not officially announced by the production company yet, the
main director behind this movie is Kamran Lashari. This film is currently running with the name of 'Shaadi Mein Zaroor Aana'
and it is being listed under the category of 'Family Drama'. This movie officially released with the name of 'Love on the Day of
Marriage' in Indian cinema. Eventually, this movie had some name changes as well. It was first titled as 'Love on the day of
marriage', but it was modified to 'Shaadi Mein Zaroor Aana' after some time. A release date has yet to be announced for this
film, but it is expected to release in mid-January 2018. So far, there are no official photos or details about this movie. In Indian
cinema, there are a lot of heartbreaking love stories. One of them is the love story of an Indian woman and a Pakistani man, who
get married to each other. This movie has been entitled 'Shaadi Mein Zaroor Aana' and it will soon be released in the cinemas.
The director behind this movie is Kamran Lashari ('Shaadi Mein Zaroor Aana', 'May I Come In Madam?') and the director of
photography is Fahad Mustafa. The actors in this film are Ali Kazmi, Sanam Saeed, Atiqa Odho, Farhan Ally Agha and Shazeb
Qayyum.
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